Long-term results of pion therapy at Los Alamos.
Two hundred twenty-eight patients were treated at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) with negative pi-mesons (pions) between 1974 and 1981. Of these, 19 patients with metastatic disease were treated in pilot studies. Following the clinical determination of relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of pions, 209 patients were treated in site and dose searching studies beginning in 1977. Advanced but regionally localized cancers that were considered poorly responsive to conventional therapy were selected for treatment. A wide range of treatment fractions (22 to 45) and of total dose (1800 to 4200 cGy at the 80% isodose level) to the prescribed target volumes was explored. A follow-up observation period of between 4.5 and 9 years has been completed. The analysis focuses on 129 patients receiving pion therapy alone. Thirty-six (28%) had persisting local tumor control of which 12 (9%) suffered complications of treatment. The results varied among treatment sites, for example: prostate cancer, 18/21 (86%) locally controlled, 6/21 (29%) complications; head and neck, 8/31 (26%) locally controlled, 1/31 (3%) complications; and pancreas, none controlled and no complications. Analysis of dose-fraction response suggests a steep rising curve of complications beyond the dose level of 3750 cGy minimum, 4700 cGy maximum, in 38 fractions. The tumor control response has a broader and ill-defined curve possibly due to the heterogeneity of tumor types. The RBE for late effects in normal tissues appeared to be higher than that for acute effects although the mixture of tumor types, sites, dose, and fractionation made this estimate highly uncertain. No late secondary neoplastic changes in pion irradiated tissues were seen. It is concluded that pions can locally ablate some advanced cancers, often without significant sequelae, but that the optimum therapeutic range is critical. The Los Alamos data may be of use to ongoing pion studies in Canada and Switzerland.